




Royal Grass®

The advantages

You probably have a very good sense of just how much time and energy it takes 
not only to create a great-looking lawn, but to keep it that way. Royal Grass® offers 
countless advantages:

• A beautiful green lawn at all times - without water and with minimum 
maintenance. 

• A lawn that can withstand intensive use without developing bald patches or brown 
spots. 

• You can install artificial turf where normal grass will not grow, whether in the 
shade, under a roof or even on a balcony or roof terrace.

• Royal Grass® feels wonderfully soft to the touch and has a guaranteed long life 
span, as well as an 8-year warranty on UV-stability and colour fastness.

Royal Grass®; artificial grass for today’s lifestyle!

...at home in your garden



Royal Grass®

...the unique grass profile
Since its establishment in 2003, Royal Grass® has become a leading brand in innovative artificial 
grass, with products available in 40 countries worldwide. Thousands of garden owners already 
enjoy the luxury of Royal Grass®.

The natural V-shape

When handling artificial grass, look up close! The fibre 
blade used for Royal Grass® mimics nature. As with 
natural grass, the fibre has a V-shaped structure. A robust 
core, the ‘backbone’ of the fibre, makes sure the blades stay 
as upright as possible. The result is incredibly realistic-
looking grass. 

This shape is a patented property of Royal Grass® and 
all products in our range feature this unique fibre. The 
V-shape combines strength with a natural appearance. 





V-shape fibres with MiNT®-technology

As we are continuously striving to improve our grass and research possibilities for better 
performance and more natural looks, we looked even closer to natural grass than anybody ever did 
before. We noticed the microscopic nerves on natural grass blades. The micro nerve technology 
(MiNT®) results in a fibre which not only has great resilience and less reflection, it also has the best 
natural looks and soft feel at the same time. 

The V-shape mimics nature for a 
stunning natural appearance.

Thanks to the micro nerve technology 
the fibre has a mat, silky colour and 
has strongly reduced reflection, 
preventing the grass to have a 
‘unrealistic and plastic look’. The backbone and the ideal angle 

of the V-shape result in grass 
blades that stay as upright as 
possible and keep it upright for a 
longer time compared to regular 
artificial grass fibres.

(micro nerve technology)

MNT
TECHNOLOGY®



Powered by TenCate

Royal Grass® is produced in the Netherlands using 
artificial grass fibres made by Royal TenCate in 
accordance with meticulous and strictly supervised 
quality standards. Royal Grass® is proud to offer 
the only artificial grass product on the market for 
garden landscaping that carries the ‘powered by 
TenCate’ label. This is our guarantee to you of a 
high-quality product with a superior origin.

Warranty 

Royal Grass® guarantees a long-lasting, beautiful 
lawn. Thanks to our history and experience, in 
Australia we provide an 8-year UV stability 
and colour fastness warranty and a life 
expectancy of more than 15 years. 





The fibres from TenCate used for the production of Royal Grass® have been investigated 
according to the stringent German standard DIN 18035-7 in a testing scheme in which 
all applied polymer compositions and colors were represented. This means that no lead, 
cadmium, chromium total, copper, mercury, zinc or tin above the strict minimum limits 
are measured for leaching out into the groundwater.

Furthermore, a qualitative health risk analysis was conducted in 2005 by Dutch 
organisation TNO (organisation for Applied Scientific Research) to establish the possible 
dangers related to the use of Royal Grass®. The following exposure situations were 
covered:
• Inhalation of substances released at high outdoor temperatures (max 50 degrees C°).
• Inhalation of substances released in a fire.
• Eye contact with fibres.
• Drinking water containing leached materials from Royal Grass® fibres and backing.
• Contact between damaged skin and fibres.
• Swallowing / sucking on Royal Grass® fibres.

The conclusions based on the qualitative risk assessment of Royal Grass® 
products confirm that they are safe for use in all recommended applications.

Royal Grass®

...safe artificial grass



This brochure contains pictures of gardens that have been landscaped with various Royal Grass® 

products. The product best suited for your garden depends on your personal preferences in terms 
of intended usage and appearance. Obviously, you will get a better sense of the look and feel of 
Royal Grass® by actually touching the product. In fact, the best experience to be had is walking 
on the grass barefoot. Schedule a visit to our display garden to experience it! 

In this brochure you will find information on our most popular products. To make sure you 
choose the right product, contact us for free advice and a no-obligation quote before making your 
purchase.

Royal Grass®

...the choice is yours

Royal Grass® Silk 25
• Fine and flexible grass blades
• 25mm tall grass blades
• Fitted with supportive thatch
• Very realistic in appearance



Royal Grass® Silk 35
• Fine and flexible grass blades 
• 35mm tall grass blades
• Soft, silky feeling grass
• Fitted with supportive thatch
• Very suitable as soft playing surface

Royal Grass® Silk Fresh
• Fine and flexible grass leaves
• 30mm tall grass blades
• Consists of 2 shades of green
• Fitted with supportive thatch
• Beautiful, fresh spring green colour



Royal Grass® Deluxe
• A full grass system with a natural look
• 36mm tall grass blades
• Consists of 3 shades of green
• Fitted with supportive thatch
• Beautiful, deep green colour in 3 shades

Artificial grass with thatch
 
A long blade of grass requires support. 
This can be provided by adding a layer of 
sand or by using a frizzy fibre integrated 
into the bottom of the grass cover, called 
‘thatch’ or ‘rootzone’. These frizzy fibres, 
which are usually light coloured, give the 
appearance of parched grass or moss in the 
grass. These grass types can be used for all 
(indoor) applications where sand filler is 
not appropriate.

As described here, filler sand protects the 
grass and provides stability. Artificial 
grass with thatch can also be installed 
with a thin layer of sand if desired. This 
increases the life span and stability of the 
product. With this type of grass, the sand 
filler is covered by the frizzy fibre and 
concealed.



Royal Grass® EcoSense
• Fine and flexible grass blades
• 35mm tall grass blades
• Extremely soft to touch
• Fitted with supportive thatch
• 100% “cradle to cradle”

e-qual® product line
The e-qual line represents top quality eco-friendly 
artificial grass that, at the end of its service life, is 
100% recyclable.  Your waste is transformed into raw 
material that can then be used to manufacture other 
products, creating a closed loop production cycle.  

• 100% recyclable
• Produced in a sustainable manner
• Environmentally friendly raw materials
• Closed loop production cycle
• Reduced water use
• Reduced pesticide and fertilizer use

Products from the Royal Grass® e-qual®  line are made 
of polyolefin materials (PP and PE) that are also used 
in the food industry. Regal Grass®  is 100% safe for 
residential and commercial use.



Royal Grass®...the grass that lets you have 
more of a stress free lifestyle.

Royal Grass®...the smart and fashionable 
addition to your roof terrace or balcony.

Royal Grass®...the ideal complement to 
your own unique style. 

Royal Grass®...for areas where ordinary 
grass cannot grow.



Royal Grass®

Royal Grass® can, in principle, be laid anywhere. There are a few conditions, however, that 
must be met to ensure the best possible result. Adequate base preparation is important for 
supporting the weight of the artificial grass and to help it last as long as possible.

Laying

Laying artificial grass requires professional skill, just as with paving and brickwork. Points 
that must be taken into consideration include the type of surface, weather conditions and the 
effect of weather on the grass. As with carpet laying, cutting the material to fit and seaming the 
joins require skill and experience. Naturally, the difficulty of the installation depends on the 
type of artificial grass chosen and the garden layout. For these reasons it is often best to leave 
the installation to the professionals.

...unlimited possibilities



Maintenance

Royal Grass® will give you many years of 
enjoyment with minimum maintenance. Here are 
some simple maintenance tips to keep the grass 
looking its best. 

Tips
• Keep the grass free of debris and leaves.
• Remove leaves using a leaf blower or rake.
• Remove any weeds immediately to prevent 

seed dispersal.
• Use clean water to rinse off any spills, such 

as from liquids or melted ice cream.
• Pet excrement or smells can be removed 

using a shovel or detergent and water.
• Avoid contact with hot materials (or close 

proximity to glass structures) to prevent 
shrinkage of the grass fibres.

More information and frequently asked questions 
on maintenance can be found on our website. 



Royal Grass®...your ultimate choice!





Royal Grass®

The luxury, look and feel of grass – with minimum maintenance. Create your 
dream garden, a lovely courtyard setting, a clean and safe play area or innovative 
balcony floor. Be inspired by Royal Grass®, with its endless possibilities. 
Royal Grass®: none of the bother, but all of the luxury of grass!

Contact details

...all the luxury of grass

For more information, sales and installation enquires, please contact Royal Grass®. 
Make an appointment to visit our landscaped display garden or arrange a 
no-obligation quote.

Royal Grass Australia

 
Phone: 03 9010 5584   Mobile: 0431 454 677

sales@royalgrass.com.au

www.royalgrass.com.au

www.facebook.com/RoyalGrassAustralia

http://www.facebook.com/regalgrassaustralia
mailto:sales@regalgrass-sa.com.au
http://www.regalgrass.com.au


http://www.regalgrass.com.au

